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SWEDENAbstract
Evaluation of Teaching Evolution Using Evolutionary
Algorithms in a 2D Physics Sandbox
Evolution and Darwin’s theory is the most important scientiﬁc theories for understanding
human genealogy and our heritage. However, the theory of evolution has been
continuously challenged and denied, without conclusive evidence against it. To show both
the possibilities and power of evolution we are able to use evolutionary algorithms, a
method used in computing science that is inspired by evolution. This is shown possible by
developing and analysing a tool created for the 2D physics sandbox Algodoo. The tool
uses evolutionary algorithms for improving objects. This tool is evaluated in two parts, a
user survey and an analysis of the results of the evolution, where both indicate that while
the tool does not quite reach the goals set, with further development the requirements will
be met. The thesis also contains an overview of evolutionary algorithms and methods used
in these, especially the methods used by Karl Sims in his work on evolved creatures. His
work has been a great inspiration to this thesis.iiContents
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ixx LIST OF ALGORITHMSChapter 1
Introduction
How traits of animals can be traced through their parents and ancestors is a huge discovery
of the last couple of hundred years. Jean-Baptiste Lamarck made the ﬁrst coherent theory
regarding evolution. In the early nineteenth century, through lectures and three published
works, most noted being Philosophie Zoologique [16], the Lamarckism approach to evolution
was deﬁned. In 1859, Charles Darwin reworked Lamarckism into Darwinism, where common
descent and species evolving in branches, see the ﬁgure 1.1, was discussed and accepted. This
was done in On The Origin of Species [9], the most noted piece of literature on evolution
so far in history.
Figure 1.1: A visualisation of the Darwin tree of evolution, from Darwin’s
own notes[3]
During the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century further research on population genetics was
being made, and strengthened the evidence of the scientiﬁc theory of Darwin. Ronald Fisher
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created the work The Genetical Theory of Natural Selection [10], describing how the then
recent breakthroughs in genetics strengthen the theory Darwin created. J. B. S. Haldane
took a statistical approach to evolution, using peppered moths which the population of two
diﬀerent subspecies vary depending on habitat, as can be seen in ﬁgure 1.2, an example of
micro evolution, in A Mathematical Theory of Natural and Artiﬁcial Selection [14]. Micro
evolution is evolution within a species.
(a) Biston betularia betularia
morpha typica[5]
(b) Biston betularia betularia
morpha carbonaria[6]
Figure 1.2: Diﬀerent types of peppered moth. Biston betularia betularia
morpha typica, which camouﬂages well on the speckled trees in its habitat
and Biston betularia betularia morpha carbonaria, which is black as the
trees sooted in the industrial cities it lives in.
However Darwinism still has many opponents, claiming that it is not an explanation
how life has evolved or that it is ﬂawed and can not work. Creationism and Intelligent
Design are the most loud opposition of Darwin’s theories, arguing that the universe and
life has been created by some supernatural entity or entities. These theories are considered
pseudoscience or religious belief by most scientists, and are disregarded as scientiﬁc theories
by mainstream scientiﬁc community [12]. There are also voices raised against Darwinism
by non-religious sources, such as philosopher Jerry Fodor [11]. Fodors argument is that
evolution is not advanced enough to select-for speciﬁc traits that are dependant on other
traits, not knowing what trait is being selected for. But he also brings up arguments such
as there should be evidence of ﬂying pigs if Darwinism holds true.
Evolutionary Algorithms is a collective name for methods in computing science based on
the theory of evolution. Survival, ﬁtness, reproduction and mutation are all used according
to the same theories as real life evolution, although abstracted. That this works is a good
indication that evolution should work on the larger scale that is life. Using these indications,
the thought of educating the young in Darwin’s theories by studying these algorithms, how
they work and their results, arises to be a solid one.
As these methods improves scenarios that are similar to reality and thus users can see
how this explains the workings of evolution. How this is done, and what kind of impact it
has is the purpose of this thesis. A tool has been created that makes use of evolutionary
algorithms, and then the tool will be evaluated as a representation of the total set of such
tools.
Given that understanding this tool gives insight into evolution, a method is needed for
giving understanding of this tool. Algodoo is a 2D physics sandbox created by Algoryx for1.1. Evolutionary Algorithms 3
teaching physics. Algodoo follows the principle of learning by doing, that education is best
when interacting, testing and innovating. Using evolutionary algorithms with physics has
been done before[23], but not with education in mind and rarely in two dimensions. While
there are some limitations working with evolutionary algorithms in a physics sandbox, the
freedom it creates allows for user interaction, the user testing what will happen and creating
new things.
That lists interacting, testing and innovating. Hopefully this kind of insight would give
for example Jerry Fodor a good hint on why there are no pigs with wings.
1.1 Evolutionary Algorithms
Optimising results for problems with a large solution space have been a growing ﬁeld of
interest the last 20 years. Solving such problems for a perfect result takes an extremely
long time and thus algorithms must be used that narrows the search and tries to ﬁnd a
good result based on previous data. There are several diﬀerent methods for this, such as
Hill-climbing, Ant colony optimisation and Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs).[20]
Evolutionary algorithms are an increasingly popular way of solving optimising problems,
taking inspiration from the algorithm that created all the wildlife around us. If it manages
to ﬁnd good solutions to life, a problem with a pretty big solution space, it could possibly
ﬁnd good solutions to lesser problems. However, looking at evolution there are some issues
compared to the problem we are trying to solve with mathematical optimisation. Firstly,
what is the optimal for evolution? Being the ﬁttest? There is no clear goal of evolution,
with evolution rather being a continuous process, than an algorithm for solving an issue.
Compare this to ﬁnding the shortest path in a travelling salesman problem, the goal of
evolution is truly ill-deﬁned. There is also the time-frame. Evolution on planet Earth has
taken a billion years to come to the point of today, not something we want to wait for.
However, when implementing the EAs, these issues can be ignored. Solving the goal issue,
we redeﬁne the ﬁtness function to what we want. Instead of ﬁnding a mate to keep the
genetic material in the process, we keep the genetic material if the ﬁtness is high enough.
As for the time-frame, by simplifying the problem and shortening the time per generation
we get results much quicker. Example uses for evolutionary algorithms besides optimisation,
can be economics, social systems and ecology [17].
1.2 Algodoo and Education
Algodoo is a program developed by Algoryx, following the Master Thesis work of Emil
Ernefeldt of developing the 2D physics sandbox Phun (work in progress). It is a software
focused on teaching physics by the paradigm learning by doing. In a playful manner the
user can easily create scenes of physics using geometries, motors, springs and lasers. Having
a large user base that collaborates with creating a database of scenes, this not only gives
a good user group, but also the ability to ﬁnd and draw inspiration from their work. The
target audience of Algodoo is everyone who can use a computer, with the teaching focusing
on the early levels of education, being used by both pupils and teachers. There are also a
part of the community that uses it to design scenes using advanced engineering.[2]4 Chapter 1. Introduction
Figure 1.3: Images from Algodoo and some platforms it can be used for[1]
1.3 Organisation of Thesis
The thesis covers the creation of a tool that evolves objects in Algodoo, and an evaluation
of this tool and how it can be used in education of evolution. In chapter 2 the requirements
of the thesis and references to earlier work on evolutionary algorithms in regards to physics
simulation can be seen. Chapter 3 is an overview of the area of evolutionary algorithms and
chapter 4 describes how this is used in the tool. Chapter 5 covers the user survey of the tool
and chapter 6 an evaluation of how the evolutionary algorithms handle the problems given.
Chapter 7 covers the writers conclusions of the results in chapter 5 and 6. In appendix A
genetics speciﬁc terms are explained.Chapter 2
Problem Description
The purpose of the thesis is to evaluate the possibility of using evolutionary algorithms in a
two dimensional sandbox for teaching the principles of evolution. This is done by developing
a prototype tool for the program Algodoo and evaluating its performance and potential.
2.1 Educational value
A purpose of the tool is to use it in education of evolution, and thus the tool created
must have a high enough educational value. This sort of value can be reached by showing
procedures and results. The tool must give insight to the user on what happens and how,
and thus improve the users knowledge on evolutionary theory.
2.2 Tool functionality
There are some basic functions that the tool must be able to complete. These are features
that the tool must have to be a valid representation of what a ﬁnalised tool would be capable
of. Being able to handle this functionality is important as it shows what issues any tool
based on the idea mentioned would have to deal with.
The tool must be able to set up goals. This is how the ﬁtness function is deﬁned, a
necessary requirement for any evolutionary algorithm. The deﬁnable goals must be inter-
esting for the scenario given, for example getting close to a point, reaching a point quickly
or reaching a point with a minimal amount of energy spent.
Results from the evolutionary algorithm must also be able to be limited and restricted
to results that are relevant to the user. Either by the user deﬁning these, or that there are
some restrictions placed on the results always.
There must be some way to access parameters of the evolution, allowing users to draw
conclusions about how diﬀerent parameters aﬀect evolution. The magnitude of which mu-
tation, selection and sexual reproduction is used in the evolutionary process should be
changeable.
2.2.1 User interface
Algodoo is a program which holds usability and easy learning very high. As the tool is a pro-
totype for use in Algodoo, the importance of the tool following in these steps is high. While
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the prototype does not have to hold release worthy quality, seeing how the user interface
could be changed to be of that quality is required. An unusable tool is not educational.
The target user of Algodoo is anyone who can use a computer, from children to seniors,
with a special focus on the possibility of using Algodoo in a classroom. This puts additional
requirements on the tool, as it too needs to be adapted for this audience. For single users and
students, it needs to be intuitive, fun and interesting, while teachers would be interesting in
it being educational, accurate and trustworthy.
The output of the tool needs to be understandable and inspiring. The processes should
be made obvious, and while the speciﬁc algorithms might not be interesting, their purpose
is very important for the user to understand.
2.2.2 Results
There are some demands on the results of the evolutionary algorithm. This is because if
there are no relevant results from the tool, there is no beneﬁt using it. There two main
demands, ﬁrstly on the quality of the output and secondly on the time which the output is
produced.
The results must be interesting and relevant. That means that the results should both
make the user feel as an improvement has been made, and that there has been an improve-
ment. By tuning parameters making improvements should not be hard. However, they must
be substantial for the user to feel like there has been an improvement. In a general case,
some sort of innovation is needed for the user to feel pleased with the result.
2.3 Performance measurement
With the demands of the tool speciﬁed, it can be noted that they are rather ill-deﬁned. To
properly evaluate how the tool compares to the demands more speciﬁc measurements are
required and the method of acquiring these is speciﬁed.
2.3.1 Usability
The demands of usability on the prototype is quite low. The question asked is not if the
usability of the prototype is good enough, but if the usability of the prototype can be made
good enough. This will be tested by doing a survey on a group of users. If it indicates that
there is no limit, or that the limit is in the design of the interface and not its contents, then
the user interface is deemed possible. The result of this survey should indicate how far the
interface is from being user friendly enough.
2.3.2 Evolution results
By setting up several diﬀerent scenarios for the evolutionary algorithm, an insight of what
it can and can not accomplish can be reached. Because diﬀerent settings and methods can
yield diﬀerent results, each test will be run using a set of settings. Each individual test will
be repeated several times for greater accuracy.
The tests will be sets of problems that can easily be optimised by a human and that
are already optimised by a human. This shows the evolutionary algorithms ability to solve
problems deemed easy and hard by humans, and if it aﬀects the ﬁtness improvements.
Diﬀerent methods will be tested and how additional objects will eﬀect the evolution.2.4. Related Work[23] 7
2.3.3 Time frame
During the tests of the evolution results the time of which these are reached are recorded. A
result should be reached in two minutes, at a maximum for the algorithms to be considered
interactive. However, there are some attributes that eases this requirement. Because Al-
godoo now runs completely in serial there is massive room for parallelisation optimisation.
The nature of evolutionary algorithms and allows for easy parallelisation, meaning that two
threads should almost double the eﬃciency. Looking at the number of cores used for CPU
calculation today and most likely in the near future, a speed-up of 8 to 16 times is assumed.
This means that the times from the tests should be below 15 to 30 minutes.
2.4 Related Work[23]
While simulating creatures in a physics environment is not the most common ﬁeld of using
evolutionary algorithms, the attraction of doing it is quite understandable, replicating the
purpose of real evolution. A milestone for showing evolutionary algorithms and their beauty
at replicating evolution is the works of Karl Sims from 1994. Working in three dimensions
he created walkers, swimmers, jumpers and even competing creatures using evolutionary
algorithms. The creatures of Sims algorithms were evolved both for mechanical aspects
and sensors controlling a neural network. The creatures were made by boxes, connected
by ball-and-socket joints with motors. The state of these motors depends on the input of
the sensors, reacting according to some evolved schema, the neural network. His work has
been a big inspiration to this thesis and many of the algorithms used in this work especially
regarding genome structure and mutation are inspired by him.
(a) Swim-
ming crea-
ture
(b)
Jumping
creature
(c) Fol-
lowing
creature
Figure 2.1: Example creatures created by the work of Karl Sims[23]
There are some issues with Sims work, for examples the methods used compared to the
methods of evolution. Fitness results that are impossible or rule breaking are removed and
replaced with results that are randomly generated, replacing lesser creatures with better
ones without any evolutionary step such as reproduction or mutation. Sims also mentions
that some degree of human design has gone into the creatures, but also that those shown
have not been designed. Critics and those that have reproduced Sims work are uncertain of
how much human design has gone in to the resulting creatures.
Compared to the work being evaluated in this thesis there are some major diﬀerences
to Karl Sims work. There is no consideration to education in the work of Karl Sims, rather
having a purpose of proving what can be done with Evolutionary Algorithms. Sims also8 Chapter 2. Problem Description
worked in three dimensions, compared to the two used in the physics sandbox. The result of
this is hopefully less complexity and faster results, especially with the third diﬀerence, the
time frame. In the thesis, results should show at an interactive rate on a personal computer,
while in Karl Sims work, he used 4 hours on a super computer to create a creature.Chapter 3
Evolutionary Theory and
Algorithms
Evolutionary algorithms are based on the idea that evolution is a general and good way of
solving numerical problems. To understand this assumption one should look how evolution
in real life work and compare this to the evolutionary algorithms used in Computing Science.
This chapter describes how the basis of both these theories, and in short how they relate. It
also covers the diﬀerent methods used within evolutionary algorithms and some discussion
around these methods.
3.1 Evolution in real life
The marvel of evolution can be noted all around us, in humans, animals, plants and bacteria.
Beings so complex that we can not perceive how advanced they are. All this is reached by
a few quite simple aspects of evolution, such as the combination of traits from reproduction
and the choice of mate.
3.1.1 Operations[15]
For evolution to be a process that eﬀects life it needs a very important aspect, change. One
generation needs to be diﬀerent from the past to be able to adapt, and therefor change
is required. The type of change that all genomes are able to perform is mutation. This is
asexual change, that does not create a new life form. Then there is reproduction, where both
asexual and sexual exists. Asexual does not change the genome, as a clone of the original
creature is created, while sexual takes genetic material from two parents and combines it
into a new being.
There are several types of mutation that can change a genome. Point mutation changes
the allele of a single locus, that is changes the value on a speciﬁc location, insertion and
deletion adds or removes nucleotide, translocation moves around alleles in the genome and
inversion reversed the order of a chunk of alleles.
3.1.2 Selection
Selection is the reason a particular type of genome is passed on through generations. In the
famous Peppered Moth case, the selection would be the colour of the diﬀerent moths. In
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theory, given enough time, all traits of a phenome should be selected.
As new genetic material is added to the population, it becomes clear that without priori-
tising some types of phenomes over others evolution becomes a brute force algorithm, never
narrowing the search space. To solve this, the population is cut based on age, meaning that
reproducing and adding genetic material similar to your own to the population is the only
way of staying in the population. Thus we reach the point of selection, keeping your genetic
material in the gene pool. [15]
As mentioned genetic material is added to the gene pool by reproduction, and thus you
are selected by being an attractive mate for reproduction. This becomes a circular argument,
as attractive mates for reproduction are those whose oﬀspring will be attractive mates for
reproduction, thus increasing the chance of the individuals genetic material staying in the
gene pool longer. Phenomes that does not pursue staying in the gene pool are sorted out
because of this, strengthening the rule set above. This is called sexual selection, there is also
natural selection, which states that a creature has to live until breeding to get its genetic
material passed on. So one must not only be attractive for reproduction, but also able to
reproduce. [15]
3.1.3 Genomes
In genetic biology the deﬁnition of genomes, their construction and structure is quite clear,
the DNA. The genome collection of all chromosomes, 46 chromosomes for humans, makes
up the DNA. Each chromosome contains a multitude of genes, the data of the genome, and
each gene an allele, to form what discrete value the gene has. For the purpose of looking
at the genetic material as a data structure only genes and alleles is of importance. The
data structure can then be considered to simply be a long string of values, each value being
assigned to a speciﬁc trait. This makes modiﬁcations very intuitive, through crossover or
mutation.[19]
Figure 3.1: The double helix of the DNA[4]3.2. Evolutionary Algorithms 11
There are more than 3.2 billion base pairs in the human genome[19], because each base
pair can have one of four diﬀerent alleles, that is contains two bits of data, this means
about 750 megabytes of data in each genome, if we assume 8 bits per byte. More complex
structures in animals can hold up to 40 times as much data, the largest known genome, that
of Protopterus aethiopicus, reaching about 30 gigabytes in size. Less complex structures can
be as small as 4 and half megabytes, the smallest known animal genome of Pratylenchus
coﬀeae, only half a percent as big as the human genome[13]. The ﬁrst recorded genome,
that of the bacteria Bacteriophage MS2, was less than a kilobyte in size, only containing
3569 base pairs[24].
It should be noted that according to some literature the amount of data is many times
larger than what has been calculated above, for example Deonier, Tavar´ e and Waterman’s
Computational Genome Analysis[21] and the Animal Genome Size Database[13]. This, I
assume, is because each base pair is calculated to take one byte of data, rather than 2 bits.
This then gives a better description of the amount of data the genome would take on a disk,
using an unoptimised algorithm. The values calculated should give a better result as for
how much data actually is contained within the genome.
Mutation of each locus in the human genome is happening at a rate of approximately
10−9 per year[18]. This mutation can happen in a variety of ways, such as deletion, insertion,
duplication, inversion or translocation, each way diﬀerent in how it aﬀects the genome[21].
This means that about seven base pairs change their allele every year in a human being.
Crossover, during sexual reproduction, makes use of that the DNA consists of chromo-
some pairs, one from each parent. During crossover these two are combined together forming
a single new chromosome. Each gene has an equal chance of coming from either parent, and
as each parent creates one of these combined chromosomes the child gets two, one from each
parent. For the sexually speciﬁc X and Y chromosome, the reproducing process is done in
a slightly diﬀerent way.[7]
3.2 Evolutionary Algorithms
The evolutionary algorithm can be divided into a few phases, creating the initial set,
crossover, mutation, selection and the end condition. What the genome looks like, how
the crossover works, how selection is made and how mutation works is undeﬁned in the
basic algorithm, as seen in 3.1 on the following page, but the ideas behind these remain the
same as in evolutionary theory.
3.2.1 Initial set
The initial set of the evolutionary algorithm weighs in heavily on the results for a low
number of iterations, with higher number of iterations making the stochastic element more
inﬂuential, and thus, evening out the eﬀect of the initial set. A biased initial set might settle
for a local maxima, even for a large number of iterations, while a completely random set
might not ﬁnd an acceptable solution until a large number of iterations have been made.[20]
There are several ways of choosing the initial genomes to create the rest of the set from.
Creating a set of random genomes, using genomes from previous evolutions or a mix of
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Algorithm 3.1 The Evolutionary Algorithm in its most basic form [20]
Create initial Genome Set w
while endConditionsNotMet do
Create an empty set w′
while notEnoughChildrenCreated do
if breedConditionMet then
Genome a ← SelectForParent(w)
Genome b ← SelectForParent(w)
w′ ← Crossover(a,b)::w′
end if
if mutationConditionMet then
Genome a ← SelectForMutate(w)
Genome b ← Clone(a)
Mutate(b)
w′ ← b::w′
end if
end while
w ← Selection(w′)
end while
3.2.2 Operations
Change is essential to the evolutionary algorithms in the same way it is for real life evolution.
Drawing inspiration from evolution, two types of change can be applied to the population.
Like real life, mutation is used for change in a single genome and crossover for combining
two genomes. However, the the only reason for limiting the genome combination to two
genomes is the similarity with reality. Crossover could be used with an arbitrary number of
genomes.
Crossover
Crossover, or sexual reproduction, is a common term for the algorithms that mix two
genomes into a new genome. This means that nothing new should be created by the crossover
only components in either parent. When using a ﬁxed width genome, there are many dif-
ferent ways crossover can be done. You can select children alleles at random from either
parent, either one locus at a time or chunks of loci chosen at a time.
Two-point crossover in ﬁxed length genomes works by selecting two loci. The alleles
between the two loci chosen are swapped, creating two new children. One using its mothers
beginning and end and its fathers middle segment, and the other having the opposite genes
of its sibling. The algorithm is described in 3.2 on the next page. This algorithm is quite
easily converted from ﬁxed length to dynamic. Instead of using the same two positions for
both genomes, two diﬀerent positions are chosen within each genome, and all information
between these two loci are swapped, as can be seen in algorithm 3.3 on page 14. As the size
of the genomes are dynamic it does not matter that the segments swapped are of diﬀerent
sizes.
This two-point crossover can be generalised as n-point crossover, by generating n points
of crossover, and iterating over the genome, swapping parent to copy from at each crossover
point [20]. However, for dynamic sized genomes these does not work, as diﬀerent sizes of
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Algorithm 3.2 Two-Point crossover with ﬁxed sized genomes
function Crossover(Genome mother, Genome father)
integer posA ← RandomUniformIntegerBetween(1,genomeSize)
integer posB ← RandomUniformIntegerBetween(1,genomeSize)
integer temp ← Max(posA,posB)
posA ← Min(posA,posB)
posB ← temp
Genome childA ← EmptyGenome
Genome childB ← EmptyGenome
for i = 1 to genomeSize do
if i < posA or i > posB then
Allele(childA,i) ← Allele(mother,i)
Allele(childB,i) ← Allele(father,i)
else
Allele(childA,i) ← Allele(father,i)
Allele(childB,i) ← Allele(mother,i)
end if
end for
return Pair(childA,childB)
requirements on the genomes, in size for example, but this will force the evolution in a way
that smaller genomes are unable to crossover and will become a minority, not because of
ﬁtness, but of algorithm limitations.
Mutation
As crossover only uses elements from either parent there needs to be a way to incorporate new
information to the population. Mutation tweaks a single genome, changing its parameters
slightly. Mutation on bit strings is very simple, having a mutation rate m and iterating over
the string with every bit having m chance of being ﬂipped. Discrete values of higher base
can follow the same attribute, selecting a randomly generated value instead of ﬂipping the
bit. However, continuous attributes must be dealt with in some other way, as there is some
correlation between two values close to each other, compared to the discrete values where
all values are equally diﬀerent from each other.
For continues variables the variable is changed every mutation. This can be done ran-
domly, as per Montana and Davis’s mutation method[17], but as the oﬀspring should be
closely resembling their parents, the chance of being close to the original value should be
greater than being far oﬀ. This is done by using a Gaussian distribution to change the
locus [8]. Literature suggests that the new locus should have the value of x′ = x + N0 (σ).
This has the problem that as x changes, ∆x remains the same. Instead, it is possible to use
a diﬀerent approach, using the Gaussian distribution as a factor, instead of a term, yielding
the equation x′ = x∗(N0 (σ) + 1). In this way ∆x is dependant on x. In both cases it holds
true that small ∆x has a higher probability than large ones. This method is not used as
often, but can be found in some projects. An issue with this approach is that smaller values
of x becomes more common than larger ones, as (1 − α)(1 + α)x ≤ x.14 Chapter 3. Evolutionary Theory and Algorithms
Algorithm 3.3 Two-Point crossover with dynamic sized genomes
function Crossover(Genome mother, Genome father)
integer posAMother ← RandomUniformIntegerBetween(1,SizeOf(mother))
integer posBMother ← RandomUniformIntegerBetween(1,SizeOf(mother))
integer temp ← Max(posAMother,posBMother)
posAMother ← Min(posAMother,posBMother)
posBMother ← temp
integer posAFather ← RandomUniformIntegerBetween(1,SizeOf(father))
integer posBFather ← RandomUniformIntegerBetween(1,SizeOf(father))
temp ← Max(posAFather,posBFather)
posAFather ← Min(posAFather,posBFather)
posBFather ← temp
Genome childA ← EmptyGenome
Genome childB ← EmptyGenome
for i = 1 to posAMother do
Allele(childA,i) ← Allele(mother,i)
end for
for i = 1 to posAFather do
Allele(childB,i) ← Allele(father,i)
end for
for i = 1 to posBMother − posAMother do
Allele(childB,i + posAFather) ← Allele(mother,i + posAMother)
end for
for i = 1 to posBFather − posAFather do
Allele(childA,i + posAMother) ← Allele(father,i + posAFather)
end for
for i = 1 to SizeOf(mother)−posBMother do
Allele(childA,i + posAMother + posBFather − posAFather) ← Allele(mother,i +
posBMother)
end for
for i = 1 to SizeOf(father)−posBFather do
Allele(childB,i + posAFather + posBMother − posAMother) ← Allele(father,i +
posBFather)
end for
return Pair(childA,childB)3.2. Evolutionary Algorithms 15
3.2.3 Selection and ﬁtness
Selection in the evolutionary algorithms are not quite the same as the real life equivalent.
In the case of evolutionary algorithms, it is how a genome is selected from a set of genomes
with diﬀerent ﬁtness. There are several diﬀerent reasons why such a selection should be
made, such as shrinking the genome pool or selecting for breeding or mutation.
In real life genetics, ﬁtness is very hard to deﬁne, ﬁnding a mate is a mixture of luck and
some sort of assessment from the prospect mate. In evolutionary algorithms an objective
assessment of the ﬁtness of a genome, that is how well the corresponding phenome manages
its task, it is generally possible to easily deﬁne function that calculates the ﬁtness. This is
something that can be measured with a value, and thus genomes can be compared to each
other.
Generally high values of ﬁtness are good, and algorithms used in this chapter assumes
that this is the case. Should lower values be better, orders and algorithms for ﬁnding the
best ﬁtness should be modiﬁed for this. While ﬁtness could be limited to a range, this is
not a requirement. Advantages of this could be the ability to compare diﬀerent tasks.
Elitism
The elitism approach to selection is that the highest ﬁtness is always the best. By that logic,
the highest ﬁtness is always selected and always survives. There is no stochastic element in
the selection, as elitism, unlike most selection techniques, goes by well-deﬁned, non-random
rules. The beneﬁts of such selection is that the algorithm makes sure that mutation is based
on the best possible as high as possible. However, there is a ﬂaw with this way of selection.
As the best is always selected, the gene pool has very little diversity, meaning crossover
has issues mixing ideas and even the genome that is second best will never get a chance to
improve. Elitism will most likely ﬁnd a local maxima and settle for that.
Selecting which subset of size n genomes should survive until the next generation using
elitism is a very simple algorithm. The genomes are simply sorted by ﬁtness, and the top n
are saved for the next generation.
Algorithm 3.4 Select for next generation using Elitism
function SelectForNextGen(GenomeSet currentGenomes, integer numToSurvive)
SortByFitness(currentGenomes)
GenomeSet toSurvive = EmptySet
for i = 1 to numToSurvive do
toSurvive = toSurvive@[currentGenomes[i]]
end for
return toSurvive
Selecting for mutation is simply selecting the genome with the highest ﬁtness, thus trying
to improve the best genome only.
Selecting for breeding is slightly more complicated and there are several diﬀerent philoso-
phies that can be used in the spirit of elitism. One is to use the exact same method as
mutation, selecting the genome with the highest ﬁtness as both mother and father. This
however completely ignores the idea of mixing two diﬀerent genomes. Another idea would be
to always select the top two. This is however not usually considered good, as it adds almost
nothing to the diversity of the population. Instead a method can be used that prioritises
diﬀerent combinations of genomes over using high ﬁtness genomes, but also priorities using
high ﬁtness genomes over using unique genomes. With this mentality the ﬁrst combination16 Chapter 3. Evolutionary Theory and Algorithms
Algorithm 3.5 Select for Mutation using Elitism
function SelectForMutation(GenomeSet currentGenomes)
Genome genomeWithHighestFitness
real highestFitness ← −∞
for all Genome g in currentGenomes do
if FitnessOf(g) > highestFitness then
genomeWithHighestFitness ← g
highestFitness ← FitnessOf(g)
end if
end for
return genomeWithHighestFitness
will always be the best and the second best, but the next one will try a new combination,
using as high ﬁtness as possible. One way is to match the genome with the highest ﬁtness
with all other genomes, beginning with the second highest and working its way downwards,
and then continues with the second highest ﬁtness matching with the third highest and
repeating again. Another alternative would be matching the highest combined ﬁtness pairs,
combining ﬁtness of two genomes by addition or multiplication.
Algorithm 3.6 Select For Breeding using Elitism prioritising the genome with the highest
individual ﬁtness
function CreateBreedingPairs(GenomeSet currentGenomes)
GenomePairSet breedingPairs ← EmptySet
SortByFitness(currentGenomes)
for i = 1 to SizeOf(currentGenomes)−1 do
for j = i + 1 to SizeOf(currentGenomes) do
breedingPairs@[MakePair(currentGenomes[i],currentGenomes[j])]
end for
end for
return breedingPairs
Roulette Selection
Roulette Selection, or Fitness Proportionate Selection [17], is based on the idea that how
much a genomes ﬁtness contributes to the sum of the entire genome sets ﬁtness is the basis
of its importance.
For example, a set of genomes G with ﬁtnesses G1 has 0.1, G2 has 0.25 and G3 has 0.5.
This then means that G has a total sum of ﬁtness of 0.85
0.1 + 0.25 + 0.5 = 0.85
For any given selection the probability P of the genomes of G being chosen then is
P (G1) =
0.1
0.85
≈ 0.12
P (G2) =
0.25
0.85
≈ 0.293.2. Evolutionary Algorithms 17
Algorithm 3.7 Select For Breeding using Elitism prioritising the genomes with highest
combined ﬁtness
function CreateBreedingPairs(GenomeSet currentGenomes)
GenomePairSet breedingPairs = EmptySet
for i = 1 to SizeOf(currentGenomes)−1 do
for j = i + 1 to SizeOf(currentGenomes) do
Pair breedingPair = MakePair(currentGenomes[i],currentGenomes[j])
SetCombinedFitness(breedingPair, FitnessOf(currentGenomes[i])×FitnessOf(currentGenomes[j]))
breedingPairs@[breedingPair]
end for
end for
SortByCombinedFitness(breedingPairs)
return breedingPairs
P (G3) =
0.5
0.85
≈ 0.59
Figure 3.2: The distribution of probability in the roulette selection exam-
ple
Given that a good ﬁtness function is used, this gives a pretty good choice of genomes.
Survival from one generation to the next using this method is quite simple. A number of
surviving members n is decided, then selecting from the population of genomes n times.
Studying this algorithm, a big ﬂaw in Roulette selection can be found. This is the
preservation of extraordinary good genomes, genomes that are exceptionally better than the
rest of the population suﬀers a risk of still being exterminated during the selection phase.
For example, given a population G containing 99 genomes with ﬁtness 0.5 and one genome,
Gbest with a ﬁtness of 1. If this population has a survival ratio of 0.6 during selection the
chance of Gbest surviving is about 0.84, a slight diﬀerence from the 0.6. However, considering
that Gbest has twice as good a ﬁtness as any other genome, any chance of losing it is bad.
Genomes that are substantially better than their peers are actually closer to diﬀer something
in the lines of 0.1 to 0.2 from the bulk of other genomes. Calculating the probability of Gbest18 Chapter 3. Evolutionary Theory and Algorithms
Algorithm 3.8 Select for next generation using Roulette Selection
function SelectForNextGen(GenomeSet currentGenomes, integer numToSurvive)
real fitnessSum ← 0
GenomeSet toSurvive ← EmptySet
for all Genome g in currentGenomes do
fitnessSum ← fitnessSum+ FitnessOf(g)
end for
for i = 1 to numToSurvive do
real position ← RandomUniformRealBetween(0,fitnessSum)
real fitnessSumIterator ← 0
integer genomeIndex ← 0
Genome selectedGenome
repeat
genomeIndex ← genomeIndex + 1
selectedGenome ← currentGenomes[genomeIndex]
fitnessSumIterator ← fitnessSumIterator+ FitnessOf(selectedGenome)
until position ≤ fitnessSumIterator
toSurvive ← selectedGenome::toSurvive
fitnessSum ← fitnessSum− FitnessOf(selectedGenome)
RemoveFromSet(currentGenomes,selectedGenome)
end for
return toSurvive
survival with a ﬁtness of 0.7 instead lowers the survival rate of Gbest to 0.72, making the
survival rate not much higher than its lesser peers of 0.6.
Selecting for breeding or mutation is done in the same way as selecting a single genome
for survival, using the same method for all parts of the selection. Creating a pair for breeding
is done by simply repeating the selection twice and thus choosing two parents.
Another issue with roulette selection is that selecting one phenome over and over again
does not end up as well distributed as the theory indicates, as there are not enough choices
to even out the probabilities. This is solved by another take on roulette selection called
stochastic universal sampling. Instead of selecting a single genome N times, a random value
is selected once, and then N points is distributed with equal distance over the interval,
starting at the selected point. This gives a fairer distribution for smaller N values.[22]
Slot selection
Roulette selection is, as mentioned, very dependant on a good ﬁtness function, where ﬁtness
is a linear scale of how ﬁt a particular genome is. Slot selection, or rank selection, instead
makes the demand on the ﬁtness function to that of a higher ﬁtness means that a genome
is better than its peers, and this is a basic demand of a ﬁtness function. Without this, it is
completely unreliable.
Slot selection is made by creating slots for each value, not depending on their exact
ﬁtness value, but only using position of the ﬁtness compared to all other ﬁtnesses. For
example, having a genome set G with the three genomes G1, G2 and G3, where G1 has a
ﬁtness of 0.3 and G2 has a ﬁtness of 0.5. The ﬁtness of G3 decides the chance of G3 being
chosen, but a ﬁtness of 0.51 gives G3 the same chance of being chosen as a ﬁtness of 1.
Each of the genomes thus ﬁlls a speciﬁc slot, depending on how their ﬁtness correlates to3.2. Evolutionary Algorithms 19
Algorithm 3.9 Select for mutation or breeding using Roulette Selection
function SelectForMutationOrParent(GenomeSet currentGenomes)
real fitnessSum ← 0
for all Genome g in currentGenomes do
fitnessSum ← fitnessSum+ FitnessOf(g)
end for
real position ← RandomUniformRealBetween(0,fitnessSum)
real fitnessSumIterator ← 0
integer genomeIndex ← 0
Genome selectedGenome
repeat
genomeIndex ← genomeIndex + 1
selectedGenome ← currentGenomes[genomeIndex]
fitnessSumIterator ← fitnessSumIterator+ FitnessOf(selectedGenome)
until position ≤ fitnessSumIterator
return selectedGenome
the other genomes ﬁtnesses.
Figure 3.3: The distribution of probability in the slot selection example
What probability of selection these diﬀerent slots represents are deﬁned by implemen-
tation, but generally they are a series of growing numbers I with the worst ﬁtness being
assigned to the ﬁrst number I1 and so on until the last number In fetched from the series
being assigned to the best. The chance of selection is then the number assigned to the
genome divided by the sum of the numbers.
P(Gi) =
Ii
n X
j=0
Ij
I can be constructed in several diﬀerent ways. The one most common is that I simply is
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is quite skewed for higher ﬁtnesses, not necessarily using the best results often. Using the
same example as in the roulette selection, with G containing 99 genomes of 0.5 ﬁtness and a
single genome, Gbest of 1, the chance of survival for the better ﬁtness genome, if a survival
rate of 0.6 is being used, would be 0.84. However, compared to roulette selection, Gbest
would have the same survival ratio, even with a ﬁtness of 0.51, meaning that the better
genome always would be prioritised.
I can also be modiﬁed by perhaps increasing I1, thus decreasing the importance of ﬁtness
or modifying Ij+1 to either skew the chance of choice towards high ﬁtness options or even
the playing ﬁeld. For the algorithm to be consistent there are a couple of demands on I.
First is I1 > 0. A negative chance of being chosen does not exist, and would mean that
the correlation 0 ≤ P(Gi) is not adhered. The second is that Ij+1 > Ij, as without this
consistency, the algorithm will not converge towards a better ﬁtness.
Algorithm 3.10 Select for next generation using Slot Selection
function SelectForNextGen(GenomeSet ˆ A¨currentGenomes, integer numToSurvive)
GenomeSet toSurvive ← EmptySet
integer sumI ← SumOfBetween(I,1,SizeOf(currentGenomes))
for i = 1 to numToSurvive do
integer position ← RandomUniformIntegerBetween(0,sumI)
integer sumIterator ← 0
integer genomeIndex ← 0
Genome selectedGenome
repeat
genomeIndex ← genomeIndex + 1
selectedGenome ← currentGenomes[genomeIndex]
sumIterator ← sumIterator+ I(genomeIndex)
until position ≤ sumIterator
toSurvive ← selectedGenome::toSurvive
sumI ← sumI − I(SizeOf(currentGenomes))
RemoveFromSet(currentGenomes,selectedGenome)
end for
return toSurvive
Looking at the algorithm shows that ﬁnding the n-th value of I is required. While
ﬁnding the index of the genome could use additive algorithms, you must still ﬁnd Ilast when
moving elements to the list of survivors. So series of I that should be fast should try to have
easy ways of calculating In without iterating. When selecting for mutation or breeding this
problem does not arise, as there is no need to ﬁnd In, only I1 and Ij+1.
Both functions have another issue. They need to sum all values of I. For some series
this can be done with a function, knowing only the index of the last value of I. However,
for some I, it might be necessary to iterate over all values In for n = 1..last to retrieve the
sum, making it less eﬀective, depending on the number of genomes instead of the random
value generated for time spent doing the function.
Tournament Selection
Tournament Selection takes yet another approach to selection compared to the ones pre-
sented above. A competition between a pair of genomes decides which of them should be
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Algorithm 3.11 Select for mutation or breeding using Slot Selection
function SelectForMutationOrBreeding(GenomeSet currentGenomes)
integer sumI ← SumOfBetween(I,1,SizeOf(currentGenomes))
integer position ← RandomUniformIntegerBetween(0,sumI)
integer iterator ← I(1)
integer sumIterator ← 0
integer genomeIndex ← 0
Genome selectedGenome
repeat
genomeIndex ← genomeIndex + 1
selectedGenome ← currentGenome[genomeIndex]
sumIterator ← sumIterator + iterator
fitnessIterator ← NextValue(I,fitnessIterator)
until position ≤ fitnessSumIterator
return selectedGenome
will always be valued above a lower ﬁtness genome. However, unlike elitism, the chance of
either of them being considered is equal. The basic thought behind the selection is that
two genomes are selected at random. The genome with higher ﬁtness moves on to the next
round, while the lower ﬁtness genome is eliminated. However, this yields slightly diﬀerent
algorithms for the diﬀerent types of selection, as there is no perfect way to select a single
genome through tournament selection.
The advantage of using tournament selection is that better genomes will be prioritised,
with minimal chance of losing high ﬁtness information. However, low ﬁtness inﬂuences are
not doomed to be ignored, but can reﬂect into even late iterations. Diversity and ﬁtness are
both attainable. Like slot selection, only the ﬁtness relative to other ﬁtnesses are relevant,
meaning that there are no extra demands being made on the ﬁtness function. Being more
robust in keeping high ﬁtness genomes than slot selection and having more diversity among
the genomes than elitism, Tournament Selection ends up being a middle ground between
the other types of selection.
Algorithm 3.12 Selection for next generation using Tournament Selection
function SelectForNextGen(GenomeSet currentGenomes, integer numToSurvive)
while SizeOf(currentGenomes) > numToSurvive do
Genome first ← currentGenomes[RandomUniformInteger(1,SizeOf(currentGenomes))]
Genome second
repeat
second ← currentGenomes[RandomUniformInteger(1,SizeOf(currentGenomes))]
until first  = second
if FitnessOf(first) > FitnessOf(second) then
RemoveFromSet(currentGenomes,second)
else
RemoveFromSet(currentGenomes,first)
end if
end while
return currentGenomes
Looking at the algorithm for selection of generation through Tournament Selection, see22 Chapter 3. Evolutionary Theory and Algorithms
3.12 on the previous page, a few conclusions can be drawn about the selection process.
Firstly that a genome will only be eliminated if it is paired up against a genome with a
higher ﬁtness than itself. By this it follows that the top genome will never be eliminated,
meaning that the result from the evolutionary algorithm will never get worse from one
generation to another. This can happen in both Slot and Roulette Selection. Secondly it
can be noted that any genome can survive to the next generation by never being selected
for competition. In this way diversity can be maintained through iterations.
Selection for mutation or parent can not work in this way. Eliminating all until only one
is left will always end up with the top genome, and considering the goal of trying to keep a
good balance of high ﬁtness and diversity this is a poor option. Instead a group of random
genomes is selected from the total genome pool, and the best of these genomes, the winner
of the Tournament, is selected. However this has some consequences for the diversity. With
a tournament size of n, the n − 1-th lowest ﬁtness genomes will never be selected and n
being a deciding factor on the diversity of the genomes.
Algorithm 3.13 Selection for mutation and breeding using Tournament Selection
function SelectForMutationOrBreeding(GenomeSet currentGenomes)
Genome selectedGenome
real fitness ← −∞
for i = 0 to tournamentSize do
Genome newGenome ← currentGenomes[RandomUniformInteger(1,SizeOf(currentGenomes))]
if fitness < FitnessOf(newGenome) then
selectedGenome ← newGenome
fitness ← FitnessOf(newGenome)
end if
end for
return selectedGenome
3.2.4 Genomes
In computing science modelling genetics is not driven by resemblance to the original al-
gorithm, but rather the eﬀectiveness of the algorithm. Instead of studying what kind of
results evolution would achieve, the scope of the results is known, and genetic algorithms is
instead used to reach these. Because of this the genomes and operations used upon them
are allowed to be optimised for the task at hand.
Genetic models can be divided into diﬀerent categories. Static and dynamic length
genomes and discrete or continuous valued variables. The diﬀerent categories places dif-
ferent demands on the genome and genome functions. It should also be mentioned that
while continuous valued variables are limited by ﬂoating point accuracy on computers there
is another trait that diﬀers 3 and 4 in a discrete valued variable compared to the same
continuous valued variable. Discretely 3 and 4 is as diﬀerent as 1 and 10, or A and B, while
the continuous value 3 is exactly three quarters of 4.
An important diﬀerence between the models used in computing science and real DNA
is that there is no chromosome pairs, with a genome only consisting of a single edition of
data. This changes the way data is inherited, as instead of storing both versions of parent
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Bit-strings
Bit-strings is the most direct conversion of real life genomes to genomes used in computing
science. Instead of the GATC alleles, bits are used. Due to the similarities with real life
genomes, these are great for understanding the ideas behind genetic algorithms as a tool for
optimisation.
The bit strings is of static length, due to the issue of interpreting stray bits, and because
each state of a bit is completely diﬀerent it is also discrete. How to work around these issues
is presented further down.
Using bit-strings, all genomes in the population would be of the same length of k and can
be described by the language {01}k. For example, with k = 6 the strings 000000, 111111,
010101, 011101, 111000 and 101001 are all valid strings. All of 012000, 10011 and 1001100
are invalid strings, for containing illegal values, or not matching the length k.
These strings can then be evaluated by a ﬁtness function, yielding what ﬁtness they
represent. For example, how many 1s is in the string, that there should be an equal amount
of 0s and 1s in the string or how close it is to 1910 in binary.[20]
Mutation for bit-strings is very simple. For every loci, there is a chance that the bit will
be ﬂipped. This then emulates point mutation in DNA, where one base is exchanged for a
random other. Other mutations that can be taken from real life genetics is inversion and
translocation. That is, writing a substring backwards or moving a substring from one place
in the genome to another.
n-state-strings
n-state-strings is the more general case of Bit-strings. These are discrete, static length
strings where each character can hold one of n states. 2-state-strings is the same as bit-
strings, and with n = 4 we can describe real chromosomes, with GATC-alleles. Just like
bit-strings they are limited to a length k.[20]
With n growing beyond 2 an issue arises that is not present in bit-strings. That is, the
values can not just be ﬂipped, but you must choose from a set. To make this consistent,
when a loci is being mutated, it chooses a new state at random, with no regard to its previous
state. This in turn means that even though mutated, the genome can remain unchanged.
Looking at point mutation in DNA, the process is the same.
Vector based genomes
To get past the limitations n-state-strings places of discretism of variables, each loci gets
assigned a single real value instead of a state. By assigning each of the loci to a speciﬁc
trait of the phenome it will be described in much the same way as if an n-state-machine is
used. However, some issues are created with mutation and crossover that means we must
have a new interpretation of the operations compared to n-state-strings.
This kind of genomes are used when optimising the weights of edges in a neural network[17].
The structure of the neural network is static, but the weights can diﬀer, making use of the
static length and dynamic variables.
The ﬁrst thing to observe when using continuous variables for mutation, compared to
discrete variables, is that they are not countable. That means we can not simply randomly
select a new state from a set, but create a new state each mutation, and creating a new
state requires some kind of rule of how this state is generated. How this rule is deﬁned is
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Crossover with vector based genomes requires a decision whether there should be com-
plete transferal of value, according to Montana and Davis’s crossover method, or discrete
recombination as it is also known, where either parents allele for each loci is chosen at
random[17], or if the method used should be intermediate recombination, where the new
allele is the average of the two parents[8].
Structured list genomes
Structured list genomes, a name coined by the author, is a way to design genomes to allow
for dynamic length genomes. Much like n-state-strings and vector based genomes the idea
remains that you have a list of loci, however, the alleles are more complex. Each allele de-
scribe how they ﬁt into the phenome and thus there is no limit to how many loci could exist.
For example, a weighted directed graph could be described by each loci giving information
on an edge. Each loci would consist of two integer values, deciding where from and to the
edge goes, and a ﬂoat value deciding the weight of the edge. Independent on the number
of loci the graph (or graphs) represented by the genome can still be constructed. This re-
quires some changes to mutation and crossover, but it will be made clear that structured
list genomes are a set of genomes which contains n-state-strings and vector based genomes.
Two issues arises with structured list genomes, due to the dynamic size, that is not
present in the earlier speciﬁed genomes. This is the issues of under-speciﬁcation and over-
speciﬁcation. The genomes can lack crucial parts or they can deﬁne data in an illegal manner
making the conversion to phenome impossible. If this happens, these illegal genomes must
be removed from the population.
Mutation of structured list genomes contains two types of operands, allele mutation, the
equivalent of point mutation, and structural mutation, which represents all other types of
genome mutation. Allele mutation has to be deﬁned from case to case. In the weighted
directed graph example above, a sample allele mutation would have a chance of changing
source or target to a valid target, in the same way as n-state-machines, and the weight will
be modiﬁed in accordance with vector based genomes. If you now considered the structure
to only contain a single continuous or discrete value, it becomes obvious that the structured
list genome has all the functionality of either of those.
Structural mutation changes the buildup of the genome. The most basic structural muta-
tion operations are remove and add, which removes a random allele or adds a newly created
allele. Both these very basic operands requires some speciﬁcation. The remove operand
might make other alleles illegal, and thus some sort of algorithm must be constructed to
remove these from the genome. The add operand, on the other hand, requires that the
new allele created is legal, and considering that the scope of possible genomes sometimes
is inﬁnitely larger than the scope of legal genomes, an algorithm must be used that only
creates legal genomes.
Because a loci in one genome does not represent the same loci in another genome point
per point crossover becomes unimportant. Thus crossover as in vector based genomes and
n-state-strings has to be deﬁned on a case to case basis, when the structure of the genome
is static. Instead every allele should be able to be replaced with any other in a structured
list genome, thus two parents should be able to mix their alleles by for example exchanging
random alleles, using the ﬁrst alleles of one genome and the last genomes of another or
exchanging chunks of data. Example of these can be seen in ﬁgures ??, ?? and ??. By using
structural reorganisation the consequence of crossover will be achieved, however oﬀspring
might be very diﬀerent from their parents.3.2. Evolutionary Algorithms 25
Figure 3.4: An example of crossover in a structured list, selecting alleles at
random. Each position has an equal chance of being selected from either
genome to an oﬀspring. Two children are created, using the inverse of
the ﬁrst child created to create the second one
Figure 3.5: An example of crossover in a structured list, using one point
crossover. The dashed lines indicates the point of crossover, using all
alleles before the line from one genome and all alleles after the line from
the other. This generates two children, as can be seen
Graph genomes
Graph genomes is structured list genomes where the loci is divided into two categories,
nodes and directed edges. From this, rules for add and remove are deﬁned. This kind of
genome was used by Karl Sims in his experiment[23], and suits physical body reconstruction
very well, due to recursiveness and possible modiﬁcations through nodes.
Each node contains information about its representation in the phenome and each edge
contains information about its source, its target, the number of times it can be traversed
and possibly how it eﬀects nodes below it. The phenome is then constructed by traversing
the directed graph. This means that one node will be designated root node.26 Chapter 3. Evolutionary Theory and Algorithms
Figure 3.6: An example of crossover in a structured list, using two point
crossover. The dashed lines indicates the points of crossover. Reaching a
line means that alleles from another genome should be picked, swapping
back and forth
Mutation for graph genomes contains both allele speciﬁc and structural reorganisation.
The mutation goes through several steps, with the ﬁrst one being the allele speciﬁc mutation
for the nodes. After this a new node is added, randomly generated. It will however be
removed if it is not connected by an edge by the end of the mutation. With a new node
to be able to be pointed to, the edges are now mutated, another allele speciﬁc mutation.
In the next step edges are ﬁrst added and then each edge has a chance of being deleted.
Finally all nodes that are not connected to the root node in any way are deleted. In this
way, interesting structural and allele speciﬁc mutations are possible, while having higher
probability of smaller changes.[23]
Crossover with graph genomes, as speciﬁed by Sims, can happen in two diﬀerent ways.
In one case, two oﬀspring is created and the other one child is created. The ﬁrst way of
crossover, what Karl Sims simply calls crossover, makes two cuts in in each list of nodes,
the nodes within these cuts is then interchanged between the two parents. Edges are placed
on the same side as their source node. After this unconnected nodes and edges that point
to non-existent nodes are removed. An example of this can be seen in ﬁgure ??.
The other way of crossover is so called grafting. A random connection in one parent is
redirected to point to a random node in the other parent. Unconnected nodes are removed
and a new genome is created. An example of this can be seen in ??.
Both these methods were suggested by Sims[23], but he presents no analysis to which
should be preferred. The purpose of the diﬀerent methods can be interpreted as crossover
exchanges the diﬀerent connected objects in the phenome from one parent to another, while
grafting rather merges two objects together at a seam. This is the ideal case though, and
the result might be completely diﬀerent in most cases.3.2. Evolutionary Algorithms 27
Figure 3.7: An example of crossover using graph genomes. The nodes
between the dashed lines are swapped between the genomes. Two children
are created by the crossover
Figure 3.8: An example of grafting using graph genomes. The edge T3 is
moved to the position of T′
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3.2.5 End condition
As mentioned, the number of iterations greatly aﬀects the outcome of the evolutionary
algorithm. Due to the nature of numerical algorithms of this kind, most EAs can run forever
and still make small adjustments and improvements. So rather the terminal condition can
be to pass a speciﬁc ﬁtness threshold f, a minimum change for the ﬁtness ∆f, a maximum
number of iterations or any combination of these. Fitness in this context could be maximum
ﬁtness, average ﬁtness or even median ﬁtness.28 Chapter 3. Evolutionary Theory and AlgorithmsChapter 4
Implementation
While the methods used in the evolutionary algorithms have been explained in the previous
chapter, there are some parts of the algorithms that are implementation speciﬁc. These
parts are the ones that in this implementation deals with the construction of objects and
the calculation of ﬁtness, as well as the speciﬁcs of the methods used.
There is also the matter of the design of the interface. How to present data for the user
not only to understand what is happening, but also how to continue the process.
4.1 Evolutionary Algorithm
The algorithm used in the project, seen in algorithm 4.1 is slightly diﬀerent compared to the
standard evolutionary algorithm. The reason for this is to allow the user a greater control of
how many new genomes should be created via mutation and how many should be created by
crossover. The notEnoughChildrenCreated, breedConditionMet and mutationConditionMet
have all been deﬁned, according to what can be seen in algorithm 4.2, making the conversion
between the original algorithm and the one implemented.
Another thing that should be noted is that new genomes are added directly to the
population, meaning that there are no discrete generations, and that genomes present in
one generation can pass on to the next unmodiﬁed. This is not generally the case for
evolutionary algorithms, but the problem at hand creates some issues that are tough to
solve. As a peak must be reached in a short amount of time, a large amount of change is
required, but at the same time, good genomes should not be lost. With small populations
and heavy mutations, it is basically required to keep the population continuous to assure
that high ﬁtness genomes does not die oﬀ.
4.1.1 Initial Set
Due to the importance of user input, the implementation makes use of another algorithm.
This algorithm makes use of a single genome to evolve, creating the rest of the set by
mutation. This unfortunately yields less diversity in the population, making it biased.
However, due to the time limitations, it is better to ﬁnd a local maximum, than no maximum
at all.
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Algorithm 4.1 The Evolutionary Algorithm as implemented
Create initial Genome Set w
while endConditionsNotMet do
while notEnoughChildrenCreatedThroughMutation do
Genome a ← SelectForMutate(w)
Genome b ← Clone(a)
Mutate(b)
w ← b::w
end while
while notEnoughChildrenCreatedThroughCrossOver do
Genome a ← SelectForParent(w)
Genome b ← SelectForParent(w)
w ← Crossover(a,b)::w
end while
w ← Selection(w)
end while
Algorithm 4.2 Deﬁnitions converting the original evolutionary algorithm into the one
implemented
notEnoughChildrenCreated ← notEnoughChildrenCreatedThroughCrossOver and
notEnoughChildrenCreatedThroughMutation
breedConditionMet ← not notEnoughChildrenCreatedThroughMutation and
notEnoughChildrenCreatedThroughCrossOver
mutationConditionMet ← notEnoughChildrenCreatedThroughMutation
w′ ← w
Algorithm 4.3 Creating the initial set
function CreateInitialSet(Genome sourceGenome, integer genomesToCreate)
GenomeSet genomes ← [sourceGenome]
for i = 1 to genomesToCreate do
Genome genomeToClone ← SelectForMutation(genomes)
Genome genomeToMutate ← Clone(genomeToClone)
Mutate(genomeToMutate)
genomes ← genomeToMutate::genomes
end for
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4.1.2 Selection
While the diﬀerent uses of selection, mutation, crossover and population reduction, could
be done in completely diﬀerent ways, none of them depending on another, the choice to use
the same approach and mentality for all three has been made in the implementation.
Elitism
The choice between prioritising single genome ﬁtness or combined ﬁtness has been made in
favour of single genome ﬁtness in the implementation.
Slot Selection
The algorithm used in the implementation I0 = 0 and Ij+1 = Ij + 1, thus yielding the
following values In = n and
N X
i=0
Ii =
N (N + 1)
2
. Where N is the size of the set to chose
from and In
N X
i=0
Ii
is the probility of the element with the n:th highest ﬁtness being selected.
As both these can increase the complexity if not easily accessible, this was chosen.
4.1.3 Fitness
How a phenome is evaluated is a vital step in evolutionary algorithms, and in the imple-
mentation there are three diﬀerent ways of evaluating ﬁtness. All three are based on the
position of the object at the start of evolution, and how this can reach the point by diﬀerent
means. The ﬁrst ﬁtness function is just decided by distance to the goal point, the second is
decided by how fast the object reaches the speciﬁed point and the ﬁnal function evaluates
how much energy has been spent reaching the point. All these goals are evaluated by run-
ning the simulation and evaluating the added objects position in the simulation at diﬀerent
times. The simulation is run as fast as it can possibly go, unlike a real time simulation,
where things should happen in real time.
Each ﬁtness value can hold a value between 0 and 1, with the higher the better. Clamping
the maximum value to 1 causes some issues, discussed below, but it gives the possibility of
comparing and mixing goals, as independent of goal type, the span of ﬁtness is the same.
Distance is an example of this, with a maximum distance, that between the original object
and the target and a minimum distance of zero. The distance d between the phenome
and the target is then divided by the maximum distance, and then by doing the operation
1 − d = f a ﬁtness is found within the speciﬁed bounds. However, both minimising time
and energy spent does not have the obvious limits of the distance ﬁtness function. There is
no maximum amount of time or energy to spend reaching a goal, other algorithms must be
used to evaluate this into the given bounds. For both these goals, they depend on actually
reaching the point to time or evaluate energy spent, and thus the prioritising is ﬁrst reaching
the goal point, and then spending a minimal amount of time or energy. This issue can be
solved by dividing the ﬁtness function into two steps, before and after reaching the goal
point. By limiting the ﬁrst step to the bounds of 0 to 0.5 and the second to step to the
bounds of 0.5 to 1, as per the equation below.32 Chapter 4. Implementation
f =
￿ DistanceFitness
2 If the object does not collide with the goal point
0.5 + FitnessFunction
2 If the object collides with the goal point
The ﬁtness function after reaching the goal point is diﬀerent in the two diﬀerent goal.
When the goal is to minimise time the fact that there is a limited amount of iterations for
each ﬁtness test, this will be discussed further soon. This then causes the ﬁtness function
to have a minimum value, when the maximum time is spent, and also a minimum amount
time, if no time is spent. The ﬁtness function can then be forced into the bounds by doing
the same algorithm as the distance ﬁtness function, but instead of using distance to the
goal, the time spent is used, and instead of the distance between the original object and the
goal, the maximum number of time is used.
The ﬁtness function for minimising time solved in the same way as the ﬁtness function
for minimising distance, but the same algorithm can not be used for minimising energy, as
there is no limit on how much energy can be spent. Instead we make use of the f = 1
E
function, and as the energy E grows, the ﬁtness f plumits. This creates one issue though, as
E becomes less than one, f grows beyond 1, which breaks the bounds given in the problem.
In the implementation, this is solved by capping f at 1. This solves the issue at hand, but
another arises, as there is no diﬀerence between E = 0.5 and E = 0 in this case. This is an
issue that remains.
As mentioned there is a limit on the time spent with each iteration. This is because
there is no assurance that a test will terminate, and any time spent that does not give
result is time spent in vain. This limit is in number of simulation ticks, and is set to 1000.
With 100 simulation ticks per second, this ends up being 10 seconds worth of simulation
per genome, at a maximum. While the simulation is sped up to an almost maximum, the
physics engine is made for real time simulation, and can press down the evaluation of most
phenomes to below half a second of computing. The possibility of pressing this even further
is an important aspect of what will be holding the time limit for the simulation, and thus a
few more steps of optimisation has been made.
Having little to no change in ﬁtness value between two ticks is a possibility for all
genomes, but holding the same ﬁtness value for a thousand ticks has a great possibility of
not changing the ﬁtness value on the thousand and ﬁrst tick, so somewhere this limit must
be set. In the implementation this limit is set at ten ticks, if the ﬁtness has not changed
enough in these ten steps, it is considered dead and the simulation is killed. This is probably
to low for all good phenomes to pass, but as many phenomes should be in the simulation as
little as possible, a too low threshold is usually better than one too high. Sims also made
use of this in his simulations[23]. Another tool for optimisation, that unlike the previous
example never backﬁres is to kill of a simulation if the object collides with the goal point,
as both the time minimising ﬁtness function and energy minimising ﬁtness function only
lowers their ﬁtness the further the simulation runs.
Restraints
There are some states that are forbidden, but still reachable. These are forbidden either
by implementation or by user speciﬁcation, and needs to be dealt with in some way when
reached. The method used by Sims in his simulation is to set the ﬁtness of all illegal
phenomes to zero, and at the end of the generation replace all zero ﬁtness genomes with
new, randomly generated genomes[23]. This has the advantages of bringing diversity into
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another method is used, of simply removing illegal phenomes from the population. This
is used because unlike Sims, the implementation works from a single phenome and thus,
introducing random phenomes works against the purpose of selecting an object to evolve.
There are four types of restraints that have been used in the implementation through
the process. Two are speciﬁed by the user and two by the implementation. The two in the
implementation deals with collision, one limits the phenomes from colliding with themselves
at the start of the simulation, unless two objects are jointed, and the other limits phenomes
from colliding with object that is not in the phenome at the start of the simulation. These
are used to keep phenomes from using methods unwanted by the user, explained further
below. The self-collision restraint has been removed and replaced with the setting that
geometries in the phenomes does not collide. The two user-speciﬁed restraints limits the
phenome size and weight. By specifying an area or a weight, the phenome can not grow
beyond this. It has been noticed that the restraint that keeps from collision with other
objects almost replaces the need of an area restraint.
In Sims experiments, he made use of goal points that should be reached with minimal
possible energy. The ﬁrst creatures created by his evolutionary algorithms looked very weird.
He later found out this was because they made use of a bug in the physics engine. This is
because the evolutionary algorithms will ﬁnd good solutions within the bounds speciﬁed by
the implementation, with little regard to the design the implementer had in mind.
While the physics engine has held up without ﬂaws against the evolutionary algorithms,
the phenomes quickly made use of the generation of inﬁnite energy by placing themselves
in impossible states, see ﬁgure ??. To avoid this kind of behaviour, two solution has been
tested, as mentioned in the previous section. A restraint forbidding self-collision, that is
collision within the phenome, and disabling self-collision. Both these solution works, but
as throwing away genomes worsens diversity and possibility disabling self-collision seems to
work better.
Figure 4.1: Explanation of the self-colliding abuse. As can be seen in the
second picture, the two rectangles are connected via a hinge, and in the
third picture adding a ﬁnal rectangle, ﬁxed with one of the previous over
the hinge, forces one of two constraints to always fail.
When the self-collision issue was solved, another issue became clear. The phenomes
were making use of planes and other objects to get free energy and speed, by starting in
collision with these, generating a large normal force to push away the phenome. Once again,
a restraint had to be made, to keep phenomes within what should be legal. By forbidding
any collision with other objects at the start of the simulation this free energy is removed as34 Chapter 4. Implementation
a possibility.
Figure 4.2: Explanation of abusing collision with other objects. As can be
seen, a large velocity in the normal direction of the collision is generated.
There are still some issues with phenomes abusing the engine, although they are now
small enough to not always be used. A state where joints are set far away from the object
they are connected to can be reached and this is illegal. This leads to the phenomes min-
imising weight of objects and tuning inertia in unreal ways. This could possibly be ﬁxed by
further work on restraints.
4.1.4 Genomes
Two types of genomes have been implemented from the two diﬀerent dynamic length genome
types speciﬁed, structured list genomes and graph genomes. While these are built around
two diﬀerent abstractions, with the structured list considering each element being either a
geometry or a joint and the graph genome nodes being geometries with edges describing
how the geometries are jointed together, both result in the same type of phenome. The
phenome is described in the same way as a structured list genome. A simple list of objects,
geometries and joints.
As the phenome will look the same, independent of genome, there must be some speci-
ﬁcations to how the resulting phenome should look. This is because some types of genomes
are unable to create some types of results, for example graph genomes can not create dis-
jointed bodies1. The speciﬁcation for the phenomes is based on the limits of one genome but
not the other, so both implementations are using the same material for creating genomes,
so that they can be compared. It is also the issue of creating relevant results, creating
impossible objects or spreading the evolution to other objects than speciﬁed is forbidden.
The phenome must not be disjointed, that is all geometries must be connected to another
geometry through a joint, such as a hinge or ﬁx point. All joints must be connected to two
geometries in the phenome. This means connecting the world body, planes or objects not
in the phenome to the phenome is forbidden.
An issue present in the implementation that is generally not found in evolutionary algo-
rithms is that except for the conversion genome to phenome, a phenome to genome conver-
sion must be possible. In most evolutionary algorithms, a genome must only result in one
1Actually they can, by joining together geometries with nothing. But given that this is not implemented,
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phenome, but the implementation also requires that each phenome can only be represented
by a single genome, for a one to one conversion. As will be discussed, this will not be the
case and thus other solutions will be found.
Structured list genome and phenomes
The structured list genome is built up by a list of geometries and joints. As there is no
relation between the diﬀerent objects, which means that action has been to be taken for
all phenomes created by these genomes should pass the speciﬁcation given. The discarding
algorithm uses the ”garbage in, garbage out” philosophy, that is, ﬂawed genomes produces
ﬂawed phenomes. Instead of keeping this garbage data and ignoring it during phenome
construction it is discarded from the genome after the genome is created. In this way no
phenomes are created that should not be and converting genome to phenome is very simple,
as the data is stored in the same format as it is used in phenomes.
Graph genomes
Unlike the structured list genomes, the phenomes created by graph genomes can not break
the speciﬁcation. Nodes in the graph describe geometries and edges describe joints, and
because all nodes in the genome is also in the graph, it is assured that there is only one
jointed object as a result, and because all edges goes between two nodes, it is assured that
all joints are contained within the object.
One of the perks of using graph genomes is the ability to store information in edges. For
starters, the information about the joint is stored within the edge, but also a transformation
matrix, which describes how the following geometries will be aﬀected. By doing this, a graph
with a single node, pointing to itself can create a recursive behaviour in the phenome.
Point mutation in graph genomes takes place both in nodes and edges, with diﬀerent re-
sults. In nodes, the point mutation is quite simple. The speciﬁcs of the geometry represented
by the node, such as size, density and restitution, are put through a mutation process. The
only thing to watch out for during that as the object transforms is that connected hinges
can become unconnected, and for the speciﬁcation to hold, this must be detected.
For edges, however, point mutation are a bit more complex. Except the variables deﬁning
the hinge, such as position and motor torque, there are also other variables stored in edges
that can be tweaked. First of all, between which nodes the edge is can be changed, this is
a discrete variable and is mutated in the same way as n-state genome alleles. After such a
mutation is done, it is possible that nodes and edges disappear, as it is no longer certain that
the entire graph is connected. Then it can be noted that each edge can only be traversed
a speciﬁc number of times, and this number is also subject to mutation. While this is an
integer value, it is mutated in the same way as continuous values, and truncated to an
integer when used. Each joint also rotates and scales all objects following it. The rotation
angle and the scale is stored as two real values that are mutated in the same way as other
traits.
The algorithms of converting graph genomes to and from phenomes is both one of the
most complicated traits of this type of genomes, and one of the strongest traits. Through
recursion and transformation, a simple graph can easily build a complex object. Each
genome contains a root node, and from this node the tree is then traversed, adding a new
geometry to the phenome for every node passed and a new joint for every edge passed.
This means that the resulting phenome is a tree, never being reconnected to itself again.
Unfortunately this limits the set of possible phenomes created, but on the other hand assures
that the resulting object always is possible to create.36 Chapter 4. Implementation
Another issue that can be noted is that depending on which node is selected to be the
root node the graph will look diﬀerent. This then has consequences on how the resulting
genome will be modiﬁed by mutation and crossover. This means that two similar phenomes
can have very diﬀerent genomes, and even the same phenome can be described by many
diﬀerent genomes. This is not necessarily bad, as they might improve in diﬀerent ways,
giving the genome some weight in. For some sort of consistency when creating genomes, the
root node is decided to be the geometry with the highest area. However, this only holds true
during the creation of the ﬁrst genome from the phenome. After this there is no assurance
which geometry in the graph is the root node.
Starting with describing the conversion of genome to phenome, as can bee seen in algo-
rithms 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, we observe that any given graph genome must know its root node.
Picking one at random might mean that, because edges are directional, other nodes will
become unreachable. The graph is designed around a speciﬁc root node. Another piece of
information that is a requisite for the graph genome to know is how this root node is placed
in the world. This is the translation, the rotation and possibly the scaling of the object.
This means that the graph genome should have a transformation matrix which is supplied
when the genome is then converted to a phenome. The conversion is then done by traversing
the graph, adding objects to a list as nodes and edges are visited, while keeping track of the
transformation matrix and its changes.
Algorithm 4.4 Converting a graph genome to a phenome
function ConvertGraph(GraphGenome toConvert)
Node rootNode ← GetRootNode(toConvert)
Matrix3x3 transformation ← GetStartTransformation(toConvert)
ConvertNode(rootNode, transformation)
Algorithm 4.5 Converting a node to a phenome
function ConvertNode(Node currentNode, Matrix3x3 transformation)
Geometry geomToPhenome ← ConvertToGeometry(currentNode)
ApplyTransform(transformation, geomToPhenome)
AddToPhenome(geomToPhenome)
for all Edge e in EdgesConnectedTo(currentNode) do
ConvertEdge(e, transformation)
end for
Converting phenomes to genomes is not required by the original evolutionary algorithm.
However, in the evolutionary algorithm implemented the initial population of genomes is
created from a single phenome designed by the user, and thus a genome must be created
from this initial genome.
To create a graph from the objects stored in the phenome we will assume that the initial
graph genome is a tree, not a graph. This is because recursion is extremely hard to detect,
and each object in the phenome will represent a single node in the tree. This means that the
transformation genome to phenome to genome will not ensure that the genomes are the same.
However, the transformation genome to phenome to genome to phenome will construct the
same two phenomes. Another issue encountered is building a phenome represented by a
graph, something illegal for genomes to create, will cause the transformation phenome to
genome to phenome to possibly create two diﬀerent phenomes. As the ﬂaw is by design of
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Algorithm 4.6 Converting an edge to a phenome
function ConvertEdge(Edge currentEdge, Matrix3x3 transformation)
if NumberTimesTraversed(currentEdge) < MaximumTraversingTimes(currentEdge)
then
transformation ← transformation∗ CreateTranslationMatrix(RelativePositionFromParent(currentEdge))
Joint jointToPhenome ← ConvertToJoint(currentEdge)
ApplyTransform(jointToPhenome,transformation)
AddToPhenome(jointToPhenome)
transformation ← transformation∗ CreateRotationMatrix(RotationIn(currentEdge))
∗ CreateScaleMatrix(ScaleIn(currentEdge)) ∗ CreateTranslationMatrix(RelativePositionFromChild(currentEdg
ConvertNode(ChildIn(currentEdge), transformation)
end if
The algorithm for creating phenomes, as seen in 4.7 is a quite simple two pass algorithm,
ﬁrst adding nodes and then adding edges. This is because the edges must be placed between
two nodes, and only by adding all nodes it is assured that both nodes that will be linked
exists in the graph. By storing the reference to the geometry associated with the nodes, and
the two geometries which the joint should be placed between, the edges can be positioned
in the graph. It is also important to store the transformation matrix for the root object.
4.1.5 End condition
In the implementation a combination of limiting the number of iterations and having a
ﬁtness threshold f is used as an end condition. ∆f is not used for this, as having intuitive
options is prioritised. The problem with this then is that there is no way to abort a stagnant
solution, but rather it will stay stagnant until enough time has passed.
4.2 User Interface
The user interface has been implemented with a few basic principles in mind. The ﬁrst one
is to minimise the number of actions needed to do the simplest possible task. Secondly, it
is important that the user only is presented with the information she or he is looking for,
as too many settings can be more frustrating than too few. The interface should also be as
unambiguous as possible, and actions done should, in the best case, never be misinterpreted.
For all these requirements to be fulﬁlled an overview of what settings can be eﬀected is
required, to know both limitations and groupings of settings. First of all, an object must be
created. This is done with Algodoo in the original sandbox, and thus is considered static
for the purpose of this implementation. That is, it can not be changed and the other traits
must work into this, instead of the other way around. After this is created, the evolutionary
algorithm settings is reached. The settings that can be set is
– What goal or goals the evolutionary algorithm should work towards
• Goal location
• Goal type
– What restraints are set on the system
– Which methods are used during the evolution38 Chapter 4. Implementation
Algorithm 4.7 Converting a phenome to a graph genome
function ConvertPhenome(Phenome phenome)
GeometryList geometries ← SortByArea(GetGeometries(phenome))
Matrix3x3 transformation ← GetTranslationInWorld(GetFirst(geometries)) ∗
GetRotationInWorld(GetFirst(geometries))
for all Geometry g in geometries do
AddToGraph(GeometryToNode(g))
end for
JointList joints ← GetJoints(phenome)
Visit(GetRootNode(graph))
Bool done ← false
for Joint j in joints and not done do
done ← true
Node parent ← GetNode(GetParent(j))
Node child ← GetNode(GetChild(j))
if not IsVisited(parent) and not IsVisited(child) then
InsertAtBottom(j,joints)
else
if not IsVisited(parent) and IsVisited(child) then
Node temp ← parent
parent ← child
child ← temp
end if
Visit(child)
AddToGraph(JointToEdge(j,parent,child))
done ← false
end if
end for4.2. User Interface 39
• Genome type
• Selection type
• Breeding type
– How evolution parameters are set
• Population size and survival rate
• Initiation
• Number of generations
• Reproduction rates
– How method speciﬁc parameters are set
Observing these diﬀerent settings it can be noted what must be set to have all information
necessary to run evolutionary algorithms. A goal is needed, which methods are used, the
evolution parameters needs to be set and the same for the method speciﬁc parameters. This
is much too many settings for the user to tune, for advanced users as well as simple users.
To solve this, one can observe which of these settings can have a default value, and the
answer is all but the goal. Deﬁning the goal is deﬁning what the user wants to do, but all
other settings is how the user wants to do it. Thus, setting the goal is the only setting that
has to be done.
Then to the issue of minimising the amount of unwanted information to the user, while
still being able to reach all the settings necessary. Something that can be easily observed
from the list above is that there are clear categories. Using these categories as paths to the
underlying settings, the user will have narrowed the information shown to him to what it is
looking for and similar settings, and thus solving the second issue. In the implementation,
evolution parameters and method speciﬁc parameters are set as one, however, as disjointing
them might cause more confusion than it helps. In the implementation, the categorisation
of the settings is made with a tab system, an interface known to most people. Depending
on what kind of level the user has speciﬁed, simple, medium or advanced, diﬀerent tabs are
shown. What methods and parameters are used is not relevant to simple users, so for using
this level only goal and restraint settings are shown, and as the user gets more advanced
ﬁrst methods are also shared with the user and ﬁnally the user can tune parameters as well.
The settings windows can be seen in ﬁgure ??.
Unambiguity can only be reached through testing and letting others test the interface.
Naming tools and the use of tools are very important, but can only be tested through use.
After the evolutionary algorithms have started running, as seen in ﬁgure ??, the settings
become irrelevant. Instead the user is presented with information of the evolution. Genera-
tion, ﬁtness and population information is shared with the user, in text, and through plots
the maximum and average ﬁtness is shown. This is to give insight on how evolution is going,
and as new phenomes are displayed during evolution hopefully the user can understand both
how the population is doing and in some way how it looks.
As the evolution is ﬁnished the progress of the evolutionary algorithms is no longer
needed to be surveyed, and thus new information is presented to the user, the generation
window. The generation window displays six phenomes from each generation, the best, the
average, the worst and three random picks from the generation, represented by a visual
image of the phenome. It is possible to take a look at any generation. The results window
can be seen in ﬁgure ?? By selecting one of the phenomes, the user continues to the phenome
window.40 Chapter 4. Implementation
(a) Goal interface (b) Restraint interface
(c) Methods interface (d) Detail interface
Figure 4.3: The settings of the evolutionary algorithm
The phenome window, as can bee seen ﬁgure ??, displays a visual representation of the
phenome selected, links to the phenomes parent or parents, depending if it is the product
of crossover or mutation, and the possibility to go to previous phenomes selected. It is also
possible to add the selected phenome to the scene, resetting it to the settings used during
evolution.4.2. User Interface 41
Figure 4.4: The window shown when the evolution is running. Observe
the graph displaying both maximum and average ﬁtness
Figure 4.5: The window shown when the evolution is completed. The
diﬀerent phenomes are shown, along with their ﬁtness42 Chapter 4. Implementation
Figure 4.6: An information window of a single phenomeChapter 5
Usability Survey
To evaluate the user interface of the tools implemented a usability survey was performed.
The goal of the survey was to ﬁnd out what ﬂaws and ambiguity exists, as well as what kind
of features would be good to add. As the target audience of the tool implemented, young
users experienced with Algodoo, was unreachable the survey was conducted at the Ume˚ a
University, with students of the university. Due to the survey being rather in depth and
only one person conducting the survey, the goal was between 10 and 20 people doing the
survey. The survey was conduced at a poor timing though, and seven people were included
in the survey.
5.1 Survey method
The survey was constructed around a single person using the program while the surveyor
examines the actions taken by this individual. The test is then repeated and observations
that are consistent throughout the survey are taken into greatest account. While the user
was given free hands on what to create, a continuous discussion was held on what the user
was doing and why it was done. Through this, the survey was also taken through several
steps.
The ﬁrst step was a simple questionnaire, about earlier experience with Phun/Algodoo,
what kind of education the user has, both in physics and genetics and the age of the user.
This step is to get some kind of background information on the user, to greater understand
which kind of issues arises with diﬀerent knowledge levels. It can also give a good insight
on prioritising issues, as issues consistent independent on knowledge are those of highest
priority, because these are most likely due to a faulty implementation. Also, issues at lower
levels are more important than issues that only more advanced users runs into, simply
because more advanced users are more likely to ﬁnd workarounds themselves.
When these questions have been answered, Algodoo is started up, and the second step
is initiated. The user now toys around with Algodoo, doing anything it wants. This helps
with a few things. Firstly, this simple test will show if there are issues with Algodoo that
might follow through when using the tool, and secondly it will give further information on
what kind of level the user is. If the user is advanced or a beginner at physics, they might
have quite a talent for understanding it. Finally, as mentioned the target audience has
experience with Phun/Algodoo, something that is simulated by getting some introduction
to the program before testing the tool implemented.
As the participant has become introduced to Algodoo, the test continues with the subject
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either ﬁnding the evolution function himself or the surveyor suggesting to the subject ﬁnding
it. In the latter case, the subject is challenged with ﬁnding how to do this, as it should be
found by ones own curiosity. As the tool is then used, observations are made such as in the
previous step, but with focus on how the tool implemented is used.
5.2 Survey results
The results of the survey, as seen in table 5.1 showed a few diﬀerent issues that were
consistent in almost all tests, and a few issues that showed up on more than one occasion.
Issues that only arose once are not prioritised.
Does not understand how goals are placed 4
Tries to close the evolution window to start evolution 1
Does not understand how goals work 3
Thinks the goal to be an entity in the scene 4
Makes several restraints as it is not deselected 1
Can not remove restraints 1
Wants to reset settings after evolution is done 1
Wants to step through the evolution process 1
Wants to keep the shape of the object created 2
Makes mistake when navigating genomes 1
Has trouble ﬁnding the evolution tool 1
Tries to start evolution before possible 1
Confused by number of windows 2
Tries to stop evolution by closing the running window 3
Wants areas as goals 1
Table 5.1: Survey results
It can be noted, by studying the results, that the major issues found are deciding goals,
the visual representation of goals and how to interact with the running evolution. There
are also minor issues with the number of windows created and how the evolution eﬀects the
shape of objects. Other than this, the mistakes made are quite uncommon, even among ﬁrst
time users.
Except for the problems listed, many bugs were found during the survey. These are not
related to the user interface, though, and are ignored in the report.
5.3 Changes due to survey
Dealing with the issues shown through the study, the causes of each issue has been thought
about and redone. Concerning the placement of goals the old interface has been redone.
The old interface had three diﬀerent buttons for placing, one for each type of goal added.
After placing a goal a description of it was displayed in a small text window. Changing the
goal was done by selecting a new goal tool and using this in the same way. The major issues
with this is that information is displayed after it is used, and that several diﬀerent tools
replace each other. This then creates ambiguity and confusion.
To change this to something better the interface was changed to having a single tool
for placing goals. The type of goal is then selected by changing a radio button between5.3. Changes due to survey 45
the diﬀerent settings. This way, the type of goal can be changed after placement, and as
one radio button is always selected, independent of whether or not a goal has been placed,
information of the current goal is always displayed. The change in interface can be seen in
ﬁgure 5.1.
(a) Old interface
(b) New interface
Figure 5.1: The change of goal settings.
The other issue with goals is that the symbol for goals were ambiguous, as a circle was
used to display the goal point. Depending on which colour the sphere had it displayed
diﬀerent types of goals. But rather than thinking it to be goals, users mistook it for a
coloured circle in the scene, and tried to delete it when resetting the scene. To solve this46 Chapter 5. Usability Survey
issue, the circle was replaced with a ﬂag. While the ﬂag is a proof concept, it can be seen
that it is clearly diﬀerent from geometries in the scene and should not be mistaken for
anything else but a goal. The changes in colour has also been removed, as information on
the goal is now displayed in the goal menu. The diﬀerence in appearance and placed to
something similar can be seen in ﬁgure 5.2.
(a) The old goal symbol and a
circle of a similar colour
(b) The new goal symbol
Figure 5.2: The change of goal appearance.
Issues with stopping evolution by closing the running window was solved in the way
users wanted. The problem of an abnormal amount of windows was solved according to
user wishes as well. Instead of keeping information on the screen, windows are now closed
as the next step of evolution is reached. This means that the evolution window is displayed
until the evolution is started. During this time the running window is displayed, and when
the evolution is done, the running window is discarded and is replaced with the generation
window. The only windows that can be stacked is the generation window and the phenome
windows, as these can be useful to compare.Chapter 6
Evolution evaluation
The results of the evolution is a very important part of the tool implemented, as they must
be interesting for the tool to be used, and must be reached within a reasonable amount of
time. However, testing this is not very easy, as what is interesting varies from person to
person and so does what a reasonable amount of time is. While time can be measured,
interest is harder to get a clear grip on. To be able to have some type of unit of interest,
results will be judged on a scale of one to ﬁve. One is something that does not complete
the goal in any way, two completes the goal, but does so poorly, three either completes the
goal well or completes it poorly, but is an interesting solution, four completes the goal well
and has found an interesting solution and ﬁve completes the goal with methods hard for the
user to imagine.
6.1 Evaluation method
To test the evolution a number of tests has been performed, each with diﬀerent parameters.
Each test has been repeated ﬁve times to get a greater insight on what to be expected from
each type of test.
The diﬀerent parameters that has been tested is the ﬁtness of the starting object, the
size of the starting object, what type of goal is trying to be reached, the number of objects
blocking the path and if a small amount of water is in the scene. The diﬀerent types of
selection methods will also be tested. The purpose of the diﬀerent parameters is to look on
how they impact results and the time it takes to reach these results.
The starting ﬁtness of the object is tested by creating two forms of objects, one poor
ﬁtness and one good ﬁtness. The poor ﬁtness object is a box and the good ﬁtness object is
a simple two wheeled car with a single motor propulsing the car in the right direction. The
size of the starting object will be in either the scale of 10 meters long or 100 meters long.
All types of goals has been tested and either zero, one, ten or one hundred objects has been
placed between the object and the goal.
All tests are made upon a plane, with normal gravity and the goal point being placed
ten times the length of the phenome from the object, with the object being placed 1/10th of
the length of the phenome above the plane. The plane is orthogonal to the gravity vector.
The evolution parameters are set as can be seen in table 6.1.
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Parameter Value
Mutation rate 0.6
Cross over rate 0.8
Graft chance 0.6
Survival rate 0.4
Initial population size 100
Generations 20
Minimal population size 50
Maximal population size 300
Table 6.1: Evolution parameters during the tests of the evolutionary al-
gorithms
6.2 Evaluation tests
The tests and the most important results can be seen in table 6.2. The most important
results are considered to be the average time spent and the average interesting score, as
these are what the conclusions in the next chapter are based on. Other results tested for
can be seen in appendix B.
In the survey it can ber noted that ﬁnding distance goals are evaluated much quicker
than the other tests, however the results are generally less interesting than those of the
energy and speed goals.
The size of the tests seems to not aﬀect the results, as neither the time to get results or
the quality of them seemed to change between 10 meter phenomes and 100 meter phenomes.
The diﬃculty of the testgreatly aﬀects the time it takes to solve it, as more time is spent
doing full tests trying to get close to the goal point and less repeating similiar successful
methods of reaching the goal. The quality of the results is shown to be quite consistent
until the diﬃculty is greatly increased, where good solution can not be found in within the
maximum number of generations.
Water greatly increases the complexity of the physics simulation, thus increasing the
time it takes to calculate a phenomes ﬁtness.
Both the average time spent on each test and the quality of the results is aﬀected by
the selection type used. Tournament selection seems to both generate the most interesting
results and generate them the fastest. Slot selection and roulette selection generates similiar
results in respect to time and quality and while elitism generates them in about the same
time, the results seems to be more interesting.6.2. Evaluation tests 49
Test Type of Size of Goal type Blocking Water Selection Average Average
phenome phenome objects type time spent interesting
score
1 Box 10 m Distance 0 No Tournament 49.7 2.8
2 Box 10 m Energy 0 No Tournament 351.3 3.6
3 Box 10 m Time 0 No Tournament 315.6 3.4
4 Box 100 m Distance 0 No Tournament 45.5 2.7
5 Car 10 m Distance 0 No Tournament 51.7 2.4
6 Car 10 m Energy 0 No Tournament 561.5 4.2
7 Car 10 m Time 0 No Tournament 368.4 4.4
8 Car 10 m Distance 1 No Tournament 56.3 2.2
9 Car 10 m Energy 1 No Tournament 516.6 3.4
10 Car 10 m Time 1 No Tournament 884.3 3.8
11 Car 10 m Distance 10 No Tournament 96.6 2.6
12 Car 10 m Energy 10 No Tournament 1500.5 4.2
13 Car 10 m Time 10 No Tournament 478.9 3.8
14 Car 10 m Distance 100 No Tournament 90.4 1.8
15 Car 10 m Energy 100 No Tournament 5360 2.7
16 Car 10 m Time 100 No Tournament 2634 1
17 Car 10 m Distance 0 Yes Tournament 171.3 2.6
18 Car 10 m Distance 0 No Roulette 79.9 2.2
19 Car 10 m Energy 0 No Roulette 895.7 3.2
20 Car 10 m Time 0 No Roulette 726 2.6
21 Car 10 m Distance 0 No Slot 66.6 1.8
22 Car 10 m Energy 0 No Slot 822.6 3.2
23 Car 10 m Time 0 No Slot 698.5 2.2
24 Car 10 m Distance 0 No Elitism 52 2
25 Car 10 m Energy 0 No Elitism 533 3.2
26 Car 10 m Time 0 No Elitism 915 4
Table 6.2: Diﬀerent tests of the evolutionary algorithms50 Chapter 6. Evolution evaluationChapter 7
Conclusions
After testing the tool in a number of situations, as well as having it examined through a
survey, how does it hold up? Depending on what kind of insight can be reached by studying
the results, restrictions and limitations of the tool, future work can be discussed.
7.1 Evolutionary algorithms
The evaluation of the evolutionary algorithms seems to indicate several things regarding the
usability of the tool. Two major requirements have been discussed in previous sections, that
of time and that of how interesting the results are. Both these are covered in the evaluation.
A time limit had been set before the project was started. Considering the possibility of
parallelisation this limit was set at 30 minutes. If evolution takes more than 10 minutes it
is still in a risk zone. Anything lower than this is considered successful.
As for how interesting the results are, an average above three is an requirement, with
results close to four would be preferred. Without good results, the tool is useless.
Matching these demands against the results reached, some issues can easily be detected.
Firstly, high end times usually pass the ten minute mark, with some even passing thirty
minutes to ﬁnish. This breaks both the bounds for what is preferred and what is required.
Looking at it from the bright side, it does not always cross this limit, often averaging out
just below ten minutes. Overall, it does not perform as preferred, being a bit too slow for
interactive rates even after possible speedup, and not scaling particularly well with larger
scenes. The evolutionary algorithms passes the worst case limits though, meaning that the
times reached are acceptable, but not much more than that.
The level of interest of the results are also quite varying. In some cases tests average
out at above four, great results, and in some cases they do not pass two, meaning that the
results are unsatisfactory. For easier scenarios. interesting and good results are generally
found, showing in the higher scores, but for harder scenarios the scores are quite often below
the threshold set. This means that the results often does not pass the requirements set, and
thus needs to be improved to reach the desired level.
7.2 Usability
The usability of the tool is far from perfect, as the survey performed made clear. While most
issues can be solved by redesigning the user interface, the user will always be faced by many
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possible settings and parameters. However, as the survey also indicated, all users were able
to use the tool and to to ﬁnd uses for it. This means that even with the threshold of settings,
it is not problematic to navigate the interface and understand the tools purpose. As the
user interface is considered a prototype and still manages to have the basic functionalities
covered I believe it pass the requirements set.
The settings window uses a tabbed pane type of interface, which appearance requires
some work as the tabbing functionality is not obvious. However, once users understand
the functionality of the tabbed panes, they are generally pleased with the interface, ﬁnding
what they need, meaning that otherwise the idea behind the settings window works well.
Possibly editing the graphics of the tabbed panes to be well-deﬁned to the user would be
an answer to this problem.
The running window was also quite well understood by the users in the survey. Even
the unexplained ﬁtness graph is quickly associated with how good the phenomes are doing.
However, one thing that needs to be further explained is how long it is left before the
evolution is complete. Calculating this is not entirely easy, as diﬀerent generations are of
diﬀerent size and as it is hard to predict how long it takes to evaluate a genome. Any kind
of guess is better than none, though.
My thoughts on the generation window is that it seems quite arbitrary. The information
of each generation and which genomes should be displayed demands some conclusions made
by the user, such as the ﬁtness of the best phenome is the highest ﬁtness of the generation,
and the random phenomes presented give some insight into how the population looks. How-
ever, presenting the phenomes with visual representations I feel is more important than a
complete overview of the generations, as visual representations gives further insight into how
the generations are formed. This mentioned, I am not pleased with the current generation
window, even though no complaints were heard of it during the survey.
The phenome window, furthest down in the hierarchy of interface components, I am
quite pleased with. There have been no complaints of it from the survey, but unlike the
generation window I think it deserves the lack of criticism. A big visual representation of
the phenome, some quick information of the genome ﬁtness and the possibility to traverse
the family tree of the genome. Possibly some visual representation of the genomes location
in the family tree would be a good thing to add, giving further understanding to the speciﬁc
genome. Another feature that could be added is a visual representation of the genome,
something that would add great educational value.
7.3 Education
Evaluating the pedagogy of the tool is hard for me to do. The survey gives some insight
on how people understand the tool, but how these are used for education, and what can
be learned from it can only be speculated on without proper studies within the ﬁeld of
Education. However, a survey of this aspect of the tool can still be done as a layman with
insight on interfaces.
An issue that can not be circumvented, is that evolutionary algorithms is not an exact
replica of evolution. Genomes is not built or work exactly like the mechanics of evolution.
It still works to teach the broad theory behind it, but the actual mechanics, if taken out of
the black box, should never be placed as a perfect representation of the natural evolution.
This issue was known before the project was started, but it simply means that evolution can
be taught on a higher level. The mechanics of crossover and mutation is not as important
as the recognition of crossover and mutation.7.4. Summary 53
This basic ﬂaw in the diﬀerence between evolutionary algorithms and natural evolution
brings up several new issues. For example one can observe that an explanation of the
diﬀerent genomes are almost non-existent. Understanding the evolutionary algorithms used
requires insight into the genomes and the methods used on these. Representing genomes
visually, drawing an arbitrary graph, displaying the data of diﬀerent alleles and so on is
not an easy task, even harder when the result should be understandable by all. However,
displaying confusing data I think is worse than not displaying data, and as mentioned this
part of the black box is not required to be understood. This issue spreads to crossover
and mutation, as without a visual representation of the genome, it is hard to have visual
representations of the things aﬀecting it.
7.4 Summary
Looking at the entire implementation and the possibility for such a tool being used in
education the conclusion I reach is that it is possible, with modiﬁcations mentioned in section
7.5 and the previous section. I still ﬁrmly believe that given that genome information can be
displayed in an intuitive way the tool can be used for education. The genome to phenome
correlation and how the operators of mutation and reproduction eﬀects the genome and thus
the phenome I think is very important to witness as a student to understand evolution. I
actually think that, although not as a tool in Algodoo, the evolutionary algorithms can take
much longer and still hold pedagogic value just by watching their workings.
7.5 Future work
For the tool to be suitable for use, there are some demands and requirements that I would
like to place on it, before I think it is done.
7.5.1 Speeding up the evolution
Parallelisation is an absolute necessity to reach acceptable times. The tests assumed this
possible, but it must be done to allow for fast enough evolution. A four to sixteen times
speed up would place the evaluation within the limit set. More than this, other optimisation
algorithms should probably be used, maybe using previous evaluations to speed up later
iterations, by remembering previous simulations and looking at what parts of the simulation
the phenome aﬀects. As the time is barely passing the limit set, these kind of optimisations
are possibly required, especially for larger scenes. In these scenes a lot of computation is
repeated solving the same physics simulation that never is related to the phenome which we
are focusing on, and removing these computations might allow for a great deal of speed up.
7.5.2 Improving results of evolution
The results of the evolution is at most acceptable meaning that for the tool to be truly in-
teresting they must be improved. Indications from the usability survey showed that results
that reminds of the original phenome are most interesting. While I do not agree with this,
as it removes a part of the ingenuity of the evolutionary algorithms, it shows that the func-
tionality to remove geometry mutation is needed for the layman to enjoy the tool. Overall,
more types of restraints and limits to put on the results of the evolutionary algorithms will
probably improve the users reaction to the results.54 Chapter 7. ConclusionsChapter 8
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Terminology
Allele A value of a speciﬁc Locus. Example alleles in DNA would A,C,G and T.
Crossover Also known as sexual reproduction, the method of joining two genomes into a
new one.
Evolution The theory of how inheritance based on ﬁtness optimises individuals over gen-
erations.
Evolutionary Algorithms Algorithms used in computing science that makes use of the
theory of evolution, implementing it to solve other problems.
Fitness A value representing how well a phenome handles in its environment, that can be
compared to its peers.
Generation The population before selection [17].
Genome The genetic encoding of our phenome.
Locus A speciﬁc location in a genome. Has an allele. pl. Loci
Mutation The method of creating a new genome, based on another.
Phenome The result of a genome, that is the collection of all traits an individual possesses.
Population The set of genomes that are producing the next generation. All living genomes.
Selection The process of narrowing the population into a smaller and, hopefully but not
necessarily, ﬁtter sub-population.
Trait A trait of an individual. For example red hair, blue eyes, small nose or colour
blindness.
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Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Minimum
time
spent (s)
43.6 49.2 107.3 39.6 47.2 243 285.4 44.1 150.9
Average
time
spent (s)
49.7 351.3 315.6 45.5 51.7 561.5 368.4 56.3 516.6
Maximum
time
spent (s)
67.9 519.7 690.4 51.8 58.3 1186.6 514.2 80 789.3
Minimum
genomes
evaluated
326 356 267 221 299 770 757 177 211
Average
genomes
evaluated
534 900 873.8 428 665.2 1527.6 1213.6 662.4 848.4
Maximum
genomes
evaluated
700 1185 1635 605 1046 2743 1797 1007 1413
Minimum
inter-
esting
score
2 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 1
Average
inter-
esting
score
2.8 3.6 3.4 2.7 2.4 4.2 4.4 2.2 3.4
Maximum
interest-
ing score
4 4 4 3 3 5 5 3 5
Minimum
ﬁtness
0.66 0.5002 0.59 0.66 0.86 0.5004 0.74 0.78 0.32
Average
ﬁtness
0.83 0.6 0.76 0.83 0.89 0.64 0.92 0.87 0.5
Maximum
ﬁtness
0.92 1 0.97 0.94 0.96 1 1 0.98 0.62
Table B.1: The results of the tests of the evolutionary algorithms, pt. 163
Test 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Minimum
time
spent (s)
533.7 72.2 543.8 64.7 47.7 1202 772 81.6 62.1
Average
time
spent (s)
884.3 96.6 1500.5 478.9 90.4 5360 2634 171.3 79.9
Maximum
time
spent (s)
1543.2 138.6 4260.2 836.3 175.9 8544 5606 216 112.3
Minimum
genomes
evaluated
1158 336 982 53 187 1006 486 127 970
Average
genomes
evaluated
1646.8 415.6 1657.2 913.8 377.4 1907.3 1756 500 1235.2
Maximum
genomes
evaluated
2271 554 2187 1922 595 2998 3854 707 1887
Minimum
inter-
esting
score
3 2 4 3 1 1 1 2 2
Average
inter-
esting
score
3.8 2.6 4.2 3.8 1.8 2.7 1 2.6 2.2
Maximum
interest-
ing score
4 4 5 5 4 5 1 3 3
Minimum
ﬁtness
0.67 0.45 0.39 0.49 0.2 0.26 0.26 0.58 0.49
Average
ﬁtness
0.76 0.64 0.49 0.64 0.36 0.36 0.27 0.75 0.59
Maximum
ﬁtness
0.86 0.84 0.55 0.825 0.49 0.5 0.27 0.98 0.67
Table B.2: The results of the tests of the evolutionary algorithms, pt. 264 Chapter B. Evaluation results
Test 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
Minimum
time
spent (s)
641.7 602 54.6 581 476 45.2 245 54
Average
time
spent (s)
895.7 726 66.6 822.6 698.5 52 533 915
Maximum
time
spent (s)
1670 1057 79.4 1135 815.6 62 891 3574
Minimum
genomes
evaluated
1119 1323 708 1375 1186 276 419 220
Average
genomes
evaluated
1435.6 1594.6 1228.4 1805.4 1543.6 516.4 1130.6 2435.2
Maximum
genomes
evaluated
1790 2148 1658 2692 1757 655 1761 8735
Minimum
inter-
esting
score
3 2 1 3 2 1 2 3
Average
inter-
esting
score
3.2 2.6 1.8 3.2 2.2 2 3.2 4
Maximum
interest-
ing score
4 3 2 4 3 3 4 5
Minimum
ﬁtness
0.49 0.56 0.32 0.44 0.55 0.34 0.49 0.71
Average
ﬁtness
0.5 0.67 0.56 0.49 0.68 0.76 0.66 0.85
Maximum
ﬁtness
0.5 0.89 0.72 0.5 0.99 0.93 1 1
Table B.3: The results of the tests of the evolutionary algorithms, pt. 3